Fast narrative essay - How to write a Quick Narrative essay

To start off, an online narrative essay is often confused with a descriptive essay but there is a
major difference that separates the two. The very purpose of a Narrative essay is to engage the
reader with various events and experiences that the writer may have witnessed or been through
in a particular time of their lives. On the other hand a descriptive essay is one which rather
focuses on more intricate details having no particular event in focus. The difference of having a
narrative and an engulfing story line is what sets apart a narrative essay from a descriptive one.
Writing a narrative essay is simply to pen down narratives of stories and events in a very
engaging and vivid manner, so as to make the reader feel as though he too has gone through
that very experience. While the task is rather time consuming, there are ways in which you can
speed up the process of writing a narrative essay.

Brainstorming
The key to a very well written narrative essay in a short amount of time, begins with
brainstorming. Since narrative writing is more like a story and you are bound to lose track if time
and get lost in a story that you write, it is essential that you use brainstorming as your
storyboard. What this does is that it sets everything up in a timeline; so you have all your points
written down and you can edit them, move them up or down to see where they fall and then
elaborate on them while you begin writing your essay. This also helps you organize your
paragraph divisions which are very important in essay writing.

Developing a narrative
Next thing to do is developing the narrative. The first step allows you to somewhat hint at the
development but only when you start writing is how you actually develop it. The key to a
successful narrative essay is when you subtly give out information one paragraph after the
other, creating connections with one paragraph to the next. The narrative is initiated always with
the introductory paragraphs and develops fully in the body paragraphs. Ytu to revolve your
narrative around information of places and other events that may have happened in that place.
It gives a context and familiarity to the essay. Always keep things interesting by adding a little
plot twist and hints that leave the reader wondering, searching for the answer or more clues to
what happens.

Edit and proofread
When you write a narrative essay, having a proper grammar and tone to your writing is what
sets the mood of the essay. When you edit your essay make sure alter a few adjectives that
really emphasize on what you are trying to convey; try rearranging the sentence to make it
sound more compelling, perhaps shorten a few sentences to make them easy to understand.
Be sure to always proofread your essay for any grammatical or spelling errors.

